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Adjective clauses (defining) 
 The new book was not in the library. 
 The book with the red cover was not in the library.  
The book that I wanted was not in the library.  
 

New tells us more about the noun book: new is an adjective.  
With the red cover also tells us more about the noun book. It is an adjective phrase.  
That I wanted tells us more about the noun book. It has a verb, wanted, and a subject, I.  
    Therefore it is an adjective clause. It is an important kind of adjective clause for if it were left out the                    
meaning of the sentence would not be complete:  
        The book was not in the library.  
This does not tell us enough. We want to know which book was not in the library. The answer is:  
Adjective clauses like this, answering the question "Which one?”are known as defining clauses. The 
following are some more examples. Notice the joining words used, i.e. who or that. 

 
People               The man who told me is not here now.  
                           The man that I saw is not here now.  
 
Things                The shirt that was torn was my best one.  
                           The shirt that I tore was my best one. 
 

1. Add who or that to these sentences: 
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1. The boy ^ spoke to you was my brother. who / that 

2. The boy ^ you heard was my brother. who / that 

3. The glass ^ was broken was a cheap one. that 

4. The glass ^ he broke was a cheap one. that 

5. The girl ^ lent you the pen was very kind. who / that 

6. The person ^ did it was a stranger. who / that 

7. The school ^ he attended was some distance away. that 

8. Where did you put the rule ^ I gave you? that 

9. Have they found the man ^ stole the money? who / that 

10. He was talking about a man ^ wanted to sell his house. who / that 



 
 
These examples show how different joining words are used:  

That is the girl whose father works in the post office.  
 That is the house in which I lived for many years.  
The aeroplane from which he jumped was flying low.  
The man to whom he was speaking was my father. 
 

2. Add whose or a preposition followed by which or whom to these sentences. Where preposition is 
necessary, it is given in brackets.  
 
Examples:               I met t he woman whose son helped me.  
                                 The bag in which he was carrying the money had a hole in it. 
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1. This is the person ^ handbag I found whose 

2. The bag ^^ she kept her jewels was stolen.(in) in which 

3. The man ^^ I lent my bicycle did not bring it back.(to) to whom 

4. The boat ^^ the fat man was sitting overturned.(in) in which 

5. The person ^^ the letter was addressed had gone away.(to) to whom 

6. The clock ^^ he was looking had stopped.(at) at which 

7. The glass ^^ he was drinking was cracked.(from) from which 

8. The girl ^ essay won first prize was very young. whose 

9. The man ^^ he was speak was smiling.(to) to whom 

10. The branch of the tree ^^ he was sitting began to bend.(on) on which 

 
 


